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Separation of the radical in ring varieties 
M. V. VOLKOV 
Varieties of associative rings in which the Jacobson radical of every member 
is 1) nil, 2) nilpotent, or 3) a direct summand were studied in [1]. Varieties satisfying 
1) or 2) were described there; the same varieties were characterized independently 
by the author in [2]. As to condition 3), Theorem 19 from [1] states that varieties 
in which the Jacobson radical of every finitely generated ring is a direct summand 
may be given by a finite set of two-variable identities. However these identities 
cannot be found by the method from [I], and the problem of exact description of 
varieties satisfying condition 3) remained open. This note is devoted to solve that 
problem. 
Theorem. The following conditions on an associative ring variety X are equiv-
alent: 
(a) the Jacobson radical of every member is a direct summand; 
(b) the Jacobson radical of every finitely generated member is a direct summand; 
(c) X is generated by a finite (possibly empty) set of finite fields and by a nil-
ring of restricted index; 
(d) the identities 
(*) XkY = YXk = XkYn 
hold in X for some natural numbers k^l and n?± 1. 
Proof , (a)—(b) obviously. 
(b)—(c). We consider for every prime number p the variety 21 p given by the 
identities XY—YX=pX—0. There are finitely generated rings in 2IP in which the 
radical is not a direct summand, for example, the ring Sp of all 2 x 2 matrices of 
the form is such where a and /? run through the p-element field. Hence 
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X does not contain 2IP for any p, and some identity Xm=X", m<n, holds in 
X by the main theorem from [2]. X is generated by its finite rings ([2], Corollary 1) 
and therefore by its finite subdirectly irreducible rings. If R is such a ring then 
we get by (b) that either R=J(R) (and R is nilpotent) or J(R)-0 (and R is 
simple). A finite simple ring is either a finite field or the ring of all rXr matrices 
over a finite field (/•> 1). However, rings of the second type cannot be contained 
in X since every such ring contains the ring Sp for some p as subring. We see 
that the variety is generated by its finite nilpotent rings and finite fields. It remains 
to note that only a finite number of finite fields may be contained in X and all 
finite nilpotent rings from X satisfy the identity Xm=0 (in view of the identity 
Xm=X" holding in X). Thus, the direct sum of all finite nilpotent rings from X is 
the required nilring of restricted index. 
(c) —(d). Let N, F1 ; ...,FS be rings generating X where the identity Xk = 0 
holds in N, and F l5 ..., Fs are finite fields. If F( consists of mi elements 
and n—imj^—l)...(ms—1) + 1, then the identity X"=X holds in every field F,-. 
We see that the identities (*) hold in all rings generating X, hence they hold in all 
rings from X. 
(d)—(a). Let R be a ring satisfying (*). It is easy to see that J(R) is nil and 
the idempotents of R lie in its center. Further, since an arbitrary ring of rXr 
matrices over a field (/•> 1) does not satisfy (*) a standard application of Kaplansky's 
theorem about primitive P/-rings shows that R/J(R) is a subdirect sum of finite 
fields and satisfies therefore the identity X"—X. Denote by E the ideal of R gener-
m 
ated by all idempotents of R. Let y = 2 rieidJ(R)C\E, where rtZR, are idem-
1=1 
potents. Let us consider the element 
«= Z e i ~ 2 + 2 eiejes~~ •••+(— l ) m + 1 ^ i ••• em. 
It can be immediately verified that e 2 =e and e{e=e; for any i. Thus, y—ye— 
=yek=y"ek=y2n~1ek=...= 0. On the other hand, the image of the element 
in the ring R/J(R) is an idempotent for every x£R. We lift it to an idempotent 
ex of the ring R; then x—xex£J(R) and x—xex+(x—xex)£E+J(R). We see that 
R is a direct sum of the ideals J(R) and E. 
The theorem is proved. 
Let us recall that a ring R is called a semidirect sum of an ideal J and a sub-
ring S if S+J=R, SDJ=0. In connection with our theorem we pose a natural 
Ques t ion . What are the ring varieties in which the Jacobson radical of 1) 
every, 2) every finitely generated member is a semidirect summand? 
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Note that these classes of varieties are sufficiently large. Thus, all locally finite 
varieties of prime characteristic belong to the second of them by Wedderburn's 
classical theorem about separation of the radical. 
The author expresses sincere gratitude to Professor L. N. Sevrin for helpful 
discussions. 
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